
Annual Report of Session 2023-24 

 

Sat Shri Akal , Namaste and a very good afternoon to everyone. 

I take great pleasure in welcoming our distinguished Guests, School Parents, students and one & all on 

this special occasion of our school Annual Function “WHIZ FEST” 

I would like to throw some light on the meaning of Whiz Fest. Whiz stands for the person who is 

remarkably skilled at something and fest for the festival. So, here I am sure are students presenting the 

items are whiz at their items and you will really enjoy the function.  

I feel honored  & privileged to present the Report of PNPS for academic year 2023-24 

First & foremost I thank God “The Almighty” for the blessing showered upon TEAM PNPS& PNPSians and 

become a torchbearer to show the path of success to the students all the time being the teacher & 

educationists. 

Many folds are there for a good school to open to bring best out of the child, I start with Academics that 

is core focus of our school. All the possible efforts have been taken and we will continue to take, to 

ensure academic excellence in our school. We believe that excellence in academics is wall mark of our 

school as a good institution. Although the result of the Session 2022-23 has been 99% but we always 

focus and dedicated  to make the students successful for academically & non academically for their 

holistic development. 

 The school fraternity of all over the world came under the severe effect of it. But the teacher of PNPS 

did great job, managing work from home wide hybrid online & face to face classes were introduced as 

the guidelines of the Govt. and of the time considered. Everything was modified to make the system fit 

for every stakeholder.  

With God’s grace, the schools were finally opened for the session 2022-23 . All went good ,School 

upgraded.  

For academic performance there is a constant & consistent hard work & dedication with all the sincerity 

from top to bottom in management, Principal, teaching and non-teaching staff.  

To encourage & enhance academic performance of students  timely measures are taken as home visits 

done, PTMs arranged, telephonic conversations done , text messages sent, Digital audio  Visual smart 

classes too have to a  larger extent served the purpose of aiding curriculum. This year we upgraded our 

smart classes and increased from 1 to 8 that is remarkably an achievement in itself & added new 

computer systems to make the school computer lab stronger.  

This year the whole school campus and classrooms are under camera eyes. The students’ vehicles & 

teaching learning process is watched thoroughly to ensure the academic performance growth. Next fold 

that I unfold is sports and another important factor in the child’s personality. 

 PNPS gives equal importance to the sports & games, many outdoor/indoor games are available in the 

school to make its students fit, healthy and sports spree. PNPS takes interest for sending the students 

for CBSE and PSEB games.  



In addition of this ,  students participated in ‘KHEDAN WATAN PUNJAB 2023-24” and bought prestige 

to the school by winning various gold/ silver & bronze medals. Students got the opportunity to flaunt 

their physical fitness and interest in various games in ANNUAL SPORTS DAY 2023-24. In this way 

physical value through games & sports, physical training classes and health awareness program, finds an 

important place in PNPS  

Apart from this two core factors co-curricular activities which are enjoyed by the students and 

beautifully designed by the school as per the guidelines of the CBSE & State Govt. Teacher   

incharge ensures that all the students of his/ her class take part in these co-curricular activities  Such as-  

Collage making , Poster making, Dancing , Singing, Small talks, Marathon runs, Rangoli making , 

Declamation, Debates etc  as these carry weight age in the assessment criteria & keep record of every  

student of his/ her for data driven decision. 

Such combined consented efforts from teachers and students bring out good results and this is clearly 

evident in the school growth that we can see now in PNPS. Here I appreciate the sincere hard work of 

my teachers and DP teachers for following the guidelines given to make any event be hit academic / 

sports or any other a great for success. 

One commitment to diversity, equality learning from each other is equally important.  We encourage 

fostering a community free of in tolerance to be respectful and to be supportive under co-curricular 

activities:  

We celebrated Earth Day, Nature Conservation Day, Cleanliness drive for Environment Awareness. 

Moreover we celebrated,    World Book Day, Doctors’ Day,  Independence Day, Hindi Diwas, Teachers 

day , World peace day, Rashtriya Ekta Diwas, Childrens’ Day , National youth day and many more. 

Under CBSE, Hubs of learning with the partner schools:   

Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav, Rashtriya Poshan Maan, Swachta  Pakhwada, International Yoga Day ,Jigyasa 

2023, World disability day, Meri maati mera desh, Bharatiya Bhasha Utsav, Vigilance week, Fit India 

week Pariksha pe charcha , Ek Bharat Shreastha Bharat, Reading campaign etc session. 

 

Special Parbhat pheri on Prakash Purab of Shri Guru Nanak Dev Ji as a Community outreach program . 

Taekwondo Training has been included in school activities starting from session 2024- 25. For students 

coding classes through Teckie and English strengthening  through Burlington English.  

Orientation sessions conducted for students under scholastic areas are held  

New assessment policy of CBSE, for X & XII 

Career counseling 

Well Being Sessions  

Health & Physical fitness sessions 

Life Skills sessions  



CBSE Training sessions attended by teachers  

1. Standard features of NEP 2020 

2. Cyber security 

3. Happy classrooms, Happy School 

4. Life skill and Value Education 

5. Subject Specific Training. 

6. Happy and Happy School  and many more .  

Prospective Plans for the coming Session are:  

1. School News letter & magazine: The school morning newsletter and the school annual magazine 

will be a new start up from the session 2023-24. 

2. Kinder Fest: The school will organize a kinder fest for the Preparatory classes in which the 

students will play, learn and enjoy. 

3. Auditorium and Stage: For this good show of any performance the school is planning to have 

Auditorium and stage for the better output of the teacher and students 

Now I take an opportunity to thank the SMC  especially one President Mr. Parbodh Kumar Joshi, an 

Advisor Ms. Parmila Sanger,& management members  for their guidance and timely support. It is their 

visionary, inspiring and encouraging leadership  that help me and my time to continue in our 

expectation to excellence in the field of education  

My heartfelt gratitude to the coordinators, teaching and non teaching staff, students,  parents, well 

wishers and patrons of the school for their timely support&  cooperation. 

I thank the Almighty for the blessings and guiding us through these 32 years and bringing PNPS on this 

platform. Let me conclude the Annual Report with the inspiring quote from William Shakespeare: 

“Time is very slow for those who wait”  

“Time is very fast for those who scared” 

“Time is very long for those who lament” 

“Time is very short fir those who celebrate”  

But for those who love  time is eternal. 

Thank you  

 


